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Yestefdayelse arrange to pull oB his go 
the river in a slaughter house.

Charley Gleason, an old-time far-1 
orite and as gentlemanly a boxer as 
ever dotuied a mit, accepted Lecd- 
ham’s challenge, but be evidently 

•k„ows nothing of the tactics ol the!

Mr B W. Carder of IS above on 
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After the gti Frank Slav ir came to 

and announced that he j Legitimate Theatre or 
Not Next Winter

mthe Alleged Pugilist 
Billy Bates

the ropes
would like to meet Burley In a 
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; “H we arrange a meeting it will be , 

- i a more gentlemanly contest than j 
! that you have just witnessed 
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P**J “ * and so far as landing effective blows
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thing that it unprofess 
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Sfl *to| when Burley would have been wife, V* Khforado ,
«dtto COmmumcfillW^oluBtgnly presented with more |tl y Coffee

■ than be really won in the way of 
door receipts.

Previous to the contest ' Tom Sit- j jf a man can
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«a fouling He completely loses and bon-bons in li* abow 
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